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Most mid to large accounts have been on
Instagram for 7-9 years.  So don’t fret, it took
them awhile to get followers.  Time, posting
continuously, and engaging with your audience
is really the answer to authentically gaining
followers
 
The ones who gain followers quickly are either
famous/already an influential figure or buy
followers to beat the algorithm.  
 
I have seen some accounts where they ONLY
have an increased number of followers per
month or have seen accounts that get 12k
followers at a time. LOL stop. 
 
 

An authentic account has ups and downs of
followers all the time, so only having an increased
number means that the account is buying
followers.
 
With the large accounts, if you see 12k made in
one day…well they bought them. Especially if it
doesn’t seem to match their normal following
amount.  For a large account it would be normal
to gain maybe hundreds at a time… but really? 12k
in one day?  That would be a miracle.
 
Now you are probably like, how would you know
something like this?  I literally check on different
accounts through the platform “socialblade”. It
can help you see which accounts
may be fake.

Don’t fret.
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Its not you
Its Instagram

First 5-10 hashtags - based on the
photo you are posting

Next set -  based on your niche

Last set-  location or size based

Base your hashtags on your post, your
account type, and your
location/size of account
 

 

 

The Instagram algorithm makes it difficult to
gain followers quickly but here are a few tips to

authentically gain followers and get  past the
algorithm

What are you about? 
 
Make sure you use words that pop out
and define you.  
 
Just like websites, Instagram uses SEO!

MY HASHTAG RULE

USE “KEYWORDS” IN YOUR BIO!
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And when I say spend time on it, I don’t
mean all your time. Please live your life
outside of social media! I have heard that
some people spend a whole 8 hours per
day on Instagram.  And hey that is
probably a really fast way to
get more followers, but I wouldn’t
suggest it.
 
 
I recommend spending 1-2 hours a day
on posting and engaging with accounts. 
Take time to comment on your follower’s
photos and other people who might want
to follow your account.
 
 
Also try to respond to post comments as
soon as you can, Instagram sees that
and it will push you up on the algorithm.

So I don’t think these insights are that
accurate.  Sometimes it seems kind of..
random. BUT I still recommend using
them as guidelines. So helpful to see

what days your followers might be on
Instagram.

SPEND TIME ON THE PLATFORM

INSTAGRAM BUSINESS INSIGHTS
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